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Apparent channel-dependent violations of the OZI rule in nucleon-antinucleon annihilation reac-
tions are discussed in the presence of an intrinsic strangeness component in the nucleon. Admixture
of ss¯ quark pairs in the nucleon wave function enables the direct coupling to the φ - meson in the
annihilation channel without violating the OZI rule. Three forms are considered in this work for
the strangeness content of the proton wave function, namely, the uud cluster with a ss¯ sea quark
component, kaon-hyperon clusters based on a simple chiral quark model, and the pentaquark picture
uudss¯. Nonrelativistic quark model calculations reveal that the strangeness magnetic moment µs
and the strangeness contribution to the proton spin σs from the first two models are consistent with
recent experimental data where µs and σs are negative. For the third model, the uuds subsystem
with the configurations [31]FS [211]F [22]S and [31]FS [31]F [22]S leads to negative values of µs and σs.
With effective quark line diagrams incorporating the 3P0 model we give estimates for the branching
ratios of the annihilation reactions at rest pp¯ → φX (X = π0, η, ρ0, ω). Results for the branching
ratios of φX production from atomic pp¯ s-wave states are for the first and third model found to be
strongly channel dependent, in good agreement with measured rates.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In the simple constituent quark model, where the proton is made of two constituent u quarks and one d quark,
a good explanation of static properties e.g. magnetic moment can be achieved. However, experimental results of
the pion-nucleon sigma term value, strange magnetic moment µs, strangeness contribution to nucleon form factor
[1] as well as the apparent violations in nucleon-antinucleon annihilation reactions involving φ meson [2] indicate
that the proton might contain a substantial strange quark-antiquark (ss¯) component. The strangeness sigma term
appears to lie somewhere in the range of 2− 7% of the nucleon mass [3]. The substantial Okubo-Zwieg-Iizuka (OZI)
rule violations in the NN¯ annihilation reactions involving φ meson may suggest the presence of an intrinsic ss¯ in
nucleon wave function [4], for instance, the presence of a q3ss¯(q¯3ss¯) piece in the N(N¯) wave function. With such an
assumption, the φ meson could be produced in NN¯ annihilation reactions via a shake-out or rearrangement of the
strange quarks already stored in the nucleon without the violation of the OZI rule. There are other explanations of
the OZI rule violation without introducing strange component in the nucleon such as the resonance interpretation,
instanton induced interaction [5], and rescattering [6].
The EMC spin experiment [7] on deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarised muons by longitudinally
polarised protons revealed the first time that the polarization of the strange quark sea may contribute to the proton
spin σs a significant negative value. This experimental result was confirmed by the subsequent deep inelastic double
polarization experiments. Ref. [8] analyzed all the available data then in a systematic way and found σs = −0.10±0.03.
Among a large number of theoretical works, Cheng and Li apply the chiral quark model (ChQM) to explain the spin
and flavor structure of proton [9]. With the fluctuation of the proton into a kaon and a hyperon, they can explain the
negative polarization of the strange quark sea and get other theoretical results consistent with the DIS experimental
results.
However, the configuration of strange quarks in the nucleon is still an open question. The strangeness magnetic
moment µs can be extrapolated from the strange magnetic form factor G
s
M (Q
2) at the momentum transfer Q2 = 0
measured in the parity violation experiments of electron scattering from a nucleon [10]. Most experimental measure-
ments suggest a positive value for µs, in contrast to the recent experiment data [11] and most theoretical calculations
which have obtained negative values for this observable [12, 13]. A recent work [14] has proposed a different form for
the strangeness content of the proton which has the strange quark piece in terms of pentaquark configurations instead
of the 5-quark component which consist of a uud cluster and a ss¯ pair proposed for solving the puzzle of violation
the OZI rule. Different pentaquark configurations that may be contained in the proton may yield both positive and
negative values for the strangeness spin and magnetic moment of the proton.
The experimental results on µs, which is extracted from experimental data on G
s
M (Q
2), are rather uncertain due
to the large uncertainties in GsM (Q
2) and the extrapolation approach. So it is believed that the proton-antiproton
reactions involving φ production may be another platform to be applied to tackle the possible configuration of strange
quarks in the proton. In the present work we consider the strange content in the proton wave function in three models,
namely, the uud cluster with a ss¯ sea quark component, kaon-hyperon clusters based on the chiral quark model, and
the pentaquark picture uudss¯. The theoretical σs, µs and branching ratios of the reactions pp¯→ φX (X = π0, η, ρ0, ω)
will be compared to experimental data. We resort to the 3P0 quark model [15] and the nearest threshold dominance
model [16] to obtain quantitative predictions for the branching ratios of the annihilation reactions from atomic pp¯
states with the relative orbital angular momentum L = 0 [17]. The paper is organized as follows. The proton wave
functions are briefly described in Section 2 while σs and µs are calculated and discussed in Section 3 for various
strangeness quark configurations. In Section 4 we evaluate the branching ratios for the reactions pp¯ → φX for the
three forms of proton wave functions by using the 3P0 quark model. Finally a summary and conclusion are given in
Section 5.
II. PROTON WAVE FUNCTIONS
The proton wave function in the presence of strange quarks may include a 5-quark component qqqss¯ in addition to
the uud quark component, taking generically the form
|p〉 = A|uud〉+B|uudss¯〉 (1)
where A and B are the amplitudes for the 3- and 5-quark components in the proton, respectively [18]. The possible
spin-flavor structures of the 5-quark components discussed in the NN¯ annihilation process are considered in the next
three subsections.
3A. Proton wave function with an explicit ss¯ sea-quark component
We consider the idea that strange quarks are present in the form of an ss¯ sea-quark component in the proton state.
This idea was proposed for describing the apparent violation of the OZI rule in the φNN production process [19] and
in more general form used to discuss the φ meson production in NN¯ annihilation reactions [4]. The corresponding
5-quark component for this model can be written in Fock space as
|uudss¯〉ss¯ = a0|(uud)1/2(ss¯)0〉1/2 + a1|(uud)1/2(ss¯)1〉1/2 (2)
where the subscripts denote the spin coupling of the quark clusters, a0 and a1 represent the amplitudes for the spin
0 and spin 1 components of the admixed ss¯ pairs.
B. Proton wave function based on a chiral quark model
In the chiral quark model, the dominant process is the fluctuation of a valence quark q into a quark q′ plus a
Goldstone boson (GB) which in turn forms a (qq¯′) system [20]. After the fluctuation of the u and d quarks in the
proton, one of these quarks turns into a quark plus a quark-antiquark pair involving a strange quark. This idea was
considered, for example, for calculating the flavor and spin content of the proton [9]. To obtain the proton wave
function we consider the SU(3) invariant interaction Lagrangian of baryon octet with nonet of pseudoscalar mesons:
LI = −g8
√
2
(
α[B¯BP ]F + (1 − α)[B¯BP ]D
)− g1 1√
3
[B¯BP ]S (3)
where g8 = 3.8 and g1 = 2.0 are coupling constants [21] and α is known as the F/(F+D) ratio with F ≃ 0.51, D ≃ 0.76
[22]. The square parentheses denote the SU(3) invariant combinations:
[B¯BP ]F = Tr(B¯PB)− Tr(B¯BP ) , (4)
[B¯BM ]D = Tr(B¯PB) + Tr(B¯BP )−
2
3
Tr(B¯B)Tr(P ) , (5)
[B¯BP ]S = Tr(B¯B)Tr(P ) , (6)
where B and P are the baryon octet and pseudoscalar meson nonet matrices, respectively, given by
B =

Σ0√
2
+ Λ√
6
Σ+ p
Σ− − Σ0√
2
+ Λ√
6
n
−Ξ− Ξ0 − 2Λ√
6
 , (7)
P =

π0√
2
+ η8√
6
+ η1√
3
π+ K+
π− − π0√
2
+ η8√
6
+ η1√
3
K0
K− K¯0 −2η8√
6
+ η1√
3
 . (8)
The part of the interaction Lagrangian which allows for a fluctuation of the proton into kaons and hyperons is
contained in
LI = −g1p¯η1p+ g8
[
p¯π0 +
1− 4α√
3
p¯η8 +
1 + 2α√
3
Λ¯K− + (2α− 1)Σ¯0K−
−
√
2n¯π− +
√
2(2α− 1)Σ¯−K0
]
p+ · · · (9)
The final states resulting from pseudoscalar meson emission by the proton are summarized as
|Ψ〉 ∼ −g1|pη1〉+ g8
[
1− 4α√
3
|pη8〉+ |pπ0〉+ 1 + 2α√
3
|ΛK+〉
+ (2α− 1)|Σ0K+〉 −
√
2|nπ+〉+
√
2(2α− 1)|Σ+K0〉
]
. (10)
4In the absence of the fluctuation, the proton is made up of the conventional two u quarks and one d quark. Thus
Ψ(p) may be interpreted as the 5-quark component of the proton wave function which is given by
|uudss¯〉ChQM = G1|Σ0K+〉+G2|Σ+K0〉+G3|Λ0K+〉+G4|pη1〉+G5|pη8〉+ , (11)
where the Gi are the coefficients corresponding to the respective factor in Eq. (10). Each component in the last
equation can be represented in terms of quark cluster comnfigurations as
|pη1,8〉 = |(uud)1/2(ss¯)0〉1/2 , |Σ0K+〉 = |(uds)1/2(us¯)0〉1/2 ,
|Σ+K0〉 = |(uus)1/2(ds¯)0〉1/2 , |Λ0K+〉 = |(usd)1/2(us¯)0〉1/2 . (12)
C. Proton wave function including general configurations of the uuds subsystem
Another, more general form of the 5-quark component was proposed and analyzed in Ref. [14]. Instead of first
generating a meson coupling to a baryon cluster, they consider the genuine 5-quark or q4q¯ pentaquark component in
the proton. In this model the 5-quark component in this model may be expressed in terms of the uuds and the s¯
wave functions as
|uudss¯〉uuds = |(uuds)s¯〉1/2. (13)
The flavor wave functions for the uudss¯ components are usually constructed by coupling the uuds to the s¯ flavor
wave function. The configurations studied in [14] include at most one unit of orbital angular momentum. The favored
configurations are connected to a positive sign for the strangeness magnetic moment and a negative one for the
strangeness contribution to the proton spin.
III. STRANGENESS MAGNETIC MOMENT AND SPIN OF THE PROTON
In the nonrelativistic quark model the strangeness magnetic moment operator ~µs and the strangeness contribution
to the proton spin operator ~σs are defined as
~µs =
e
2ms
∑
i
Ŝi(ℓ̂s + σ̂s) , (14)
~σs = σ̂s + σ̂s¯ . (15)
Ŝi is the strangeness counting operator with eigenvalue +1 for an s and -1 for an s¯ quark and ms is the constituent
mass of the strange quark. To calculate the matrix elements of these operators explicit forms of the spin-flavor wave
functions of the proton including orbital angular momentum are needed.
For the first model the spin-flavor wave function can be constructed by coupling the |ss¯〉js=0,1 configuration to
the |uud〉1/2 cluster. Since the admixed ss¯ carries negative intrinsic parity, an orbital P-wave (ℓ = 1) has to be
introduced into the nucleon quark cluster wave function. The simplest configuration (see also Ref. [19]) corresponds
to an 1S-state of the ss¯ pair moving in a p-wave relative to the (uud) valence quark cluster of the nucleon. Then the
5-quark component with total angular momentum 1/2 can be written in the general form:
|uudss¯〉ss¯1
2
,mpss¯=
1
2
=
∑
js,ji=0,1
αjsji |[(ss¯)js ⊗ ℓ = 1]ji ⊗ (uud) 1
2
〉 1
2
,mpss¯=
1
2
(16)
with the normalization
∑
js,ji=0,1
|αjsji |2 = 1.
Similarly, for the proton wave function in the ChQM, where the sea-quark contributions are embedded in the
pseudoscalar mesons, a relative P -wave between the pseudoscalars and the uud or hyperon clusters has to be included.
The spin-flavor wave function with spin +1/2 for each coupled meson-baryon state of Eq. (12) may be expressed as
|uudss¯〉ChQM1
2
, 1
2
= |[(qs¯)js=0 ⊗ ℓ = 1]ji ⊗ (qqs)s〉 1
2
,mpss¯=
1
2
. (17)
Wave functions of the pentaquark uudss¯ states employed in the third model are more complicated because no
restrictions are set concerning the sub-clusters. One has to carefully consider the coupling of the color, spin, flavor
5|uudss¯〉 µs( eB22ms ) σs(B
2)
ss¯ −0.55α¯α0,1 −1.22α¯2 [17]
ChQM −1.1g28 −0.31g28
[31]FS [211]F [22]S − 13 [14] − 13 [14]
[31]FS [31]F [22]S − 13 [14] − 13 [14]
TABLE I: Strangeness magnetic moment and spin of the proton for the three models of the 5-quark component.
and spatial parts to construct the total wave functions [14]. The color part of the antiquark in the pentaquark
states is a [11] antitriplet, denoted by the Weyl tableau of the SU(3) group. Hence the color symmetry of all the uuds
configurations is limited to a [211] triplet in order to form a pentaquark color singlet labeled by the Weyl tableau [222].
Three flavor symmetry patterns exist for the uuds system corresponding to the octet representation for the proton:
[31]F , [22]F and [211]F characterized by the S4 Young tableau. However, the pentaquark should be antisymmetric
under any permutation of the four quark configuration. If the spatial wave function is symmetric, the spin-flavor part
of the uuds component must be a [31] state in order to form the antisymmetric color-spin-flavor uuds part of the
pentaquark wave function. For instance, the flavor symmetry representations [31]F and [211]F may combine with the
spin symmetry state [22]S to form the mixed symmetry spin-flavor states [31]FS (the explicit forms may be found in
[14, 23, 24]). In this work we consider only the case that the uuds component is in the ground state with the spin
symmetry [22]S corresponding to spin zero, and the relative orbital angular momentum between the uuds component
and the s¯ is of one unit to obtain the positive parity for the proton wave function.
Theoretical results for the strangeness magnetic moment µs of the proton and the strangeness contribution to the
proton spin σs are listed in Table I. In the first model we have fixed the configuration parameters as α1,0 = α1,1 = α¯.
The strangeness magnetic moment µs depends explicitly on α0,1, which is related to the amplitude for the ss¯ quark
cluster with spin 0. Setting α0,1 = 0 is equivalent to excluding the quantum number J
PC = 0−+ for the ss¯ admixture
in the nucleon wave function connected to the the production of η and η′ in NN¯ annihilation as discussed in [18, 25].
The chiral quark model always gives results for µs and σs which are negative, the size of the strangeness contribution
depends on the coupling g28 . For the third model, we show only the results for the cases where the uuds component is
in the ground state with the spin-flavor configurations [31]FS[211]F [22]S and [31]FS[31]F [22]S and the relative motion
between the uuds component and the s¯ is a P -wave.
All the three models yield negative values for the strangeness contribution to the proton spin, which is consistent
with present experimental results [7, 8]. Negative values for the strangeness magnetic moment also result from all
three models. Note that we restricted the considerations of Ref. [14] to the pentaquark components with the uuds
configurations [31]FS[211]F [22]S and [31]FS[31]F [22]S, respectively.
IV. NN¯ TRANSITION AMPLITUDE AND BRANCHING RATIOS
To describe the annihilation reactions NN¯ → Xφ (X = π0, η, ρ0, ω) we use an effective transition dynamics, which
is evaluated in the context of a simple constituent quark model. In this specific process the φ meson couples to
the intrinsic ss¯ component of the nucleon, which is the leading order OZI allowed contribution. The process pp¯
annihilation into φX involving the 5-quark components in the proton wave function can be described by the quark
line diagrams of Fig. 1. In the hadronic transition the effective quark annihilation operator is taken with the quantum
numbers of the vacuum (3P0, isospin I = 0 and color singlet). Meson decays and NN¯ annihilation into two mesons
are well described phenomenologically using such an effective quark-antiquark vertex. At least fro meson decay, this
approximation has been given a rigorous basis in strong-coupling QCD. The nonperturbative qq¯ 3P0 vertex is defined
according to [26]
V ij =
∑
µ
σij−µY1µ(~qi − ~qj)δ(3)(~qi + ~qj)(−1)1+µ1ijF 1ijC , (18)
where Y1µ(~q) = |~q|Y1µ(q̂) with Y1µ(q̂) being the spherical harmonics in momentum space, and 1ijF and 1ijC are unit
operators in flavor and color spaces, respectively. The spin operator σij−µ is part of the
3P0 vertex, destroying or
creating quark-antiquark pairs with spin 1.
6FIG. 1: Quark line diagrams for the production of two meson final states in pp¯ annihilation. Small circles refer to the effective
vertex of the 3P0 quark dynamics for qq¯ annihilation. The first diagram corresponds to the shake-out of the intrinsic ss¯
component of the proton wave function [4, 17].
In the momentum space representation the transition amplitudes for the quark diagrams of Fig. 1 are given by
TAI =
∫
d3q1..d
3q8d
3q1′ ..d
3q4′〈φX |~q1′ ..~q4′〉〈~q1′ ..~q4′ |OAI |~q1..~q8〉〈~q1..~q8|(uudss¯)⊗ (u¯u¯d¯)〉 (19)
where (u¯u¯d¯) stands for the antiproton wave function and (uudss¯) for the five quark component of the proton wave
function. The effective operators OAI take the form
OA1 = λA1δ(3)(~q1 − ~q1′)δ(3)(~q2 − ~q2′)δ(3)(~q3 − ~q3′)δ(3)(~q8 − ~q4′)V 56V 47 , (20)
OA2 = λA2δ(3)(~q2 − ~q1′)δ(3)(~q3 − ~q2′)δ(3)(~q1 − ~q3′)δ(3)(~q8 − ~q4′)V 56V 47 , (21)
OA3 = λA3δ(3)(~q2 − ~q1′)δ(3)(~q3 − ~q2′)δ(3)(~q4 − ~q3′)δ(3)(~q8 − ~q4′)V 56V 17 . (22)
The δ-functions represent the noninteracting and continuous quark-antiquark lines in the diagrams. The constants
λAI describe the effective strength of the transition topology and are considered to be overall fitting parameters in the
phenomenological description of experimental data. Since the 5-quark component is treated as a small perturbative
admixture in the proton (B2 << 1), we ignore the transition amplitude with a term to 〈~q1..~q8|(uudss¯)⊗ (u¯u¯d¯s¯s)〉 or
the rearrangement process [4].
In this work the internal spatial wave functions are taken in the harmonic oscillator approximation. For the mesons
M (φ and X), the wave function can be expressed in terms of the quark momenta as
〈M |~qi′~qj′ 〉 ≡ ϕM (~qi′ , ~qj′ )χM = NMexp
{
−R
2
M
8
(
~qi′ − ~qj′
)2}
χM , (23)
with NM = (R
2
M/π)
3/4 and RM is the meson radial parameter. The spin-color-flavor wave function is denoted by
χM . The baryon wave functions are given by
〈B|~qi~qj~qk〉 ≡ ϕBχB = NBexp
{
−R
2
B
4
[
(~qj − ~qk)2 + (~qj + ~qk − 2~qi)
2
3
]}
χB , (24)
7where NB = (3R
2
B/π)
3/2 and RB is the baryon radial parameter. For the first and the second model the full 5-quark
component wave function, resulting from the coupling of a meson to a baryon, is given by
〈~q1 · ~q5|uuds~s〉 = ϕuudss¯(~q1, · · · , ~q5)χuudss¯ = Nuudss¯ exp
{
−R
2
B
4
[
(~q4 − ~q5)2 + (~q4 + ~q5 − 2~q3)
2
3
]}
× exp
{
−R
2
8
(~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5 − ~q1 − ~q2)2
}
Y1µ(~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5 − ~q1 − ~q2)
× exp
{
−R
2
M
8
(~q1 − ~q2)2
}
(χB ⊗ χM ). (25)
The exponential form with the radial parameter R and the spherical harmonics Y1µ together represent the internal
relative P-wave between the 3-quark and 2-quark clusters.
For the third model the proton wave function includes a pentaquark component uudss¯ with the uuds part in the
ground state and the P-wave internal relative orbital angular momentum between uuds and the s¯. One may write
the spatial wave function of the pentaquark component uudss¯ as
ϕuudss¯(~q1, · · · , ~q5) = Nuudss¯ exp
{
−R
2
B
4
[
(~q2 − ~q3)2 + (~q2 + ~q3 − 2~q4)
2
3
+
(~q2 + ~q3 + ~q4 − 3~q5)2
6
+
(~q2 + ~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5 − 4~q1)2
10
]}
× Y1µ
(
~q2 + ~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5 − 4~q1√
20
)
. (26)
By choosing the plane wave basis for the relative motion of the proton and antiproton, the initial state wave
functions in the center of momentum system (~k = ~q1 + ~q2 + ~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5) are obtained as:
〈~q1 · · · ~q8|(uudss¯)⊗ (u¯u¯d¯)〉 = ϕuudss¯,p¯[χuudss¯ ⊗ χp¯]S,Sz (27)
with
ϕuudss¯,p¯ = ϕuudss¯ϕp¯δ
(3)(~q1 + ~q2 + ~q3 + ~q4 + ~q5 − ~k)δ(3)(~q6 + ~q7 + ~q8 + ~k) . (28)
The spins of the pp¯ system are coupled to the total spin S with projection Sz. Similarly, the final state φX wave
functions in the center of momentum system are given by (~q = ~q1′ + ~q2′):
〈φX |~q1′ ...~q4′〉 = ϕφ,X [χφ ⊗ χX ]ji,mǫ (29)
with
ϕφ,X = ϕφϕXδ
(3)(~q − ~q1′ − ~q2′)δ(3)(~q + ~q3′ + ~q4′) . (30)
The spins of the two meson states are coupled to ji with projection mǫ.
In the low-momentum approximation, the transition amplitude Tfi of the annihilation reaction of the S-wave pp
initial state i to the P -wave two-meson final state f with the quark line diagrams AI as shown in Fig. 1 is derived as
Tfi(~q,~k) = λAIFL=0,ℓf=1q exp
{−Q2qq2 −Q2kk2} 〈f |OAI |i〉 (31)
The index i represents the initial state 2I+1,2S+1LJ where L is the orbital angular momentum, S is the total spin,
J is the total angular momentum and I is the total isospin. The final state f is represented by the set of quantum
numbers f = {ℓfjJ ′} where ℓf is the relative orbital angular momentum. The constants F0,1, Q2q and Q2k are
geometrical constants depending on the radial parameters. The matrix element 〈f |OAI |i〉 is the spin-flavor weight for
a quark line diagram AI . The detailed evaluation of the expression in Eq.(31) is given in Appendix A. Since the in the
particle basis pp¯ and nn¯ give the same spin-flavor weight, the φ production from the nucleon-antinucleon annihilation
at rest can be described by the transition amplitude Eq.(31) multiplied with a factor
√
2.
As we consider pp¯ annihilations at rest where the strong interaction between the proton and antiproton may largely
distort the pp hydrogen-like wave function at small distances [27], the effect of the initial state interaction is in general
not negligible. The inclusion of the initial state interaction for the atomic state of the pp¯ system results in the
transition amplitude [28],
Tf,LSJ(~q) =
∫
d3k Tfi(~q,~k)φ
I
LSJ (
~k), (32)
8TABLE II: Spin-flavor matrix elements 〈f |OAI |i〉 for the transitions pp¯(L = 0)→ φX(ℓf = 1) which are described by the quark
line diagram AI . Here ηud refers to the nonstrange flavor combination ηud = (uu¯+ dd¯)/
√
2.
Transition ss¯A1 ChQM [31][31][22]A1 [31][211][22]A1
11S0→ ωφ 59√6 -0.097 536√6 536√6
33S1→ π0φ 5
27
√
2
0.031 5
108
√
2
5
108
√
2
31S0→ ρ0φ 1327√6 0.040 13108√6 13108√6
13S1→ ηudφ 19√2 0.013 136√2 136√2
where φILSJ (
~k) is the protonium wave function in momentum space for fixed isospin I. The partial decay width for
the transition of the pp¯ state to the two-meson state φX is given by
Γpp¯→φX =
∫
d3pφ
2Eφ
d3pX
2EX
δ(3)(~pφ + ~pX)δ(E − Eφ − EX)|Tf,LSJ(~q)|2 (33)
where E is the total energy (E = 1.876 GeV) and Eφ,X =
√
m2φ,X + ~p
2
φ,X is the energy of outgoing meson φ and
X with mass mφ,X and momentum ~pφ,X . With the explicit form of the transition amplitude given by Eq. (31), the
partial decay width for the S to P transition (L = 0, ℓf = 1) is written as
Γpp¯→φX = λ2AIf(φ,X)〈f |OAI |i〉2γ(I, J), (34)
with
γ(I, J) = |F0,1
∫
d3k φILSJ(
~k)exp
{−Z2γk2} |2 (35)
and the kinematical phase-space factor defined by
f(φ,X) = 2π
EφEX
E
q3exp
{−2Z2αq2} . (36)
The spin-flavor weights 〈f |OAI |i〉 for the transitions NN¯ → φX involving the different 5-quark components of the
proton wave functions are listed in Table II. For the initial values of the total angular momentum J the statistical
weights 1/4 and 3/4 have to be added for J = 0 and J = 1, respectively. Finally the branching ratio of S-wave pp¯
annihilation to the final state φX is then given by
BR(φ,X) =
(2J + 1)Γpp¯→φX
4Γtot(J)
, (37)
where Γtot(J) is the total annihilation width of the pp¯ atomic state with fixed principal quantum number [29].
The model dependence in Eq.(34) may be reduced by choosing a simplified phenomenological approach that has
been applied in studies of two-meson branching ratios in nucleon-antinucleon [28] and radiative protonium annihilation
[30]. Namely, instead of the phase space factor in Eq.(36) which depends on the relative momentum and the masses
of φX system, we use a kinematical phase-space factor of the form
f(φ,X) = q · exp{−as (s− sφX)1/2} (38)
where as = 1.2 GeV
−1, sφX = (mφ+mX)1/2 and
√
s = (m2φ + q
2)1/2 +(m2X + q
2)1/2. Last form is obtained from the
fit to the momentum dependence of the cross section of various annihilation channels [16]. In addition, the functions
γ(I, J), depending on the initial-state interaction, are related to the probability for a protonium state to have isospin I
and spin J with the normalization condition γ(0, J)+γ(1, J) = 1. Here we adopt for a protonium state the probability
γ(I, J) and the total decay width Γtot(J) obtained in an optical potential calculation [31], where explicit values are
listed in [29].
9TABLE III: Branching ratio BR(×104) for the transition pp¯ → φX (X = π0, η, ρ0, ω) in pp¯ annihilation at rest. The results
indicated by ⋆ are normalized to the experimental values.
Transition BRexp BRss¯ BRChQM BR[31][31][22] BR[31][211][22]
11S0→ ωφ 6.3±2.3 6.3 ⋆ 6.3 ⋆ 6.3 ⋆ 6.3 ⋆
33S1→ π0φ 5.5 ± 0.7 5.4 1.6 5.4 5.4
31S0→ ρ0φ 3.4 ± 1.0 3.8 0.87 3.8 3.8
13S1→ ηφ 0.9 ± 0.3 1.4−1.8 0.20−0.27 1.4−1.8 1.4−1.8
In Table III we give the theoretical results for the branching ratios of Eq. (37) compared with experimental data.
The branching ratiosBRss¯, resulting from the first model where the proton wave function has an explicit ss¯ admixture,
have already been derived and studied in Ref. [17] by using the same approach. Annihilation processes in the first
and third model are described by the quark line diagram A1. Since the effective strength parameter λA1 is a priori
unknown it has to be adjusted to data. For this purpose one entry (as indicated by ⋆) is normalized to the observed
value.
For the second chiral model where the proton wave function contains a kaon-hyperon or eta-proton cluster com-
ponent, all three quark line diagrams may have contributions to the pp annihilation process. However, the process
proceeding by the diagram A1 with the |pη〉 component in the proton wave function has no contribution to the tran-
sition because of orthogonality to the φ state. Therefore, the annihilation process in the second model can only be
described by the quark line diagrams A2 and A3. Considering the same annihilation pattern in these two diagrams,
for simplicity the two unknown strength parameters are of the same order with λA2 = λA3 . Model predictions are also
normalized to experimental data (as indicated by ⋆). For final states with X = η, the physical η meson is produced by
its nonstrange component ηud with η = ηud(
√
1/3 cos θ−√2/3 sin θ) corresponding to a variation of the pseudoscalar
mixing angle θ from θ = −10.7o to θ = −20o.
As shown in Table III, the theoretical results of the first and third models, where the proton wave function possesses
respectively a small kaon-hyperon component and a pentaquark, are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Note that for these two cases the annihilation processes pp¯→ φX are described with the quark line diagram A1.
V. SUMMARY
Three models have been studied for the proton involving intrinsic strangeness in the form of a 5-quark component
qqqss¯ in the wave function. In particular, the proton wave function is made up of a uud configuration and a uud
cluster with a ss¯ sea-quark component, kaon-hyperon clusters based on the simple chiral quark model, or a pentaquark
component uudss¯. We have calculated the strangeness magnetic moment µs and spin σs for the first and second models
and generate negative values in line with recent experimental indication. Similarly, for the third model we pick these
configurations, where negative values for µs and σs result [14].
We further applied quark line diagrams supplemented by the 3P0 vertex to study the annihilation reactions pp¯→ φX
(X = π0, η, ρ0, ω) with the three types of proton wave functions. Excellent agreements of the model predictions in
the first and third models with the experimental data are found for the branching ratios of the reactions of the L = 0
atomic pp¯ state to φX (X = π0, η, ρ0, ω).
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Appendix A: Transition amplitudes of the annihilation processes pp¯→ φX
To describe the annihilation process pp¯ → φX where X = π0, η, ρ0, ω with the proton wave function with ss¯ sea
quark we consider the shake-out of the intrinsic ss¯ component of the proton wave function as indicated in the diagram
A1. With the operator OA1 and the full account of the spin-flavor-color-orbital structure of the initial and final states,
the transition amplitude can be written as
T ss¯if = λA1〈f |
∑
ν,λ
(−1)ν+λσ56−νσ47−λ156F 147F 156C 147C Iss¯spatial|i〉 , (A.1)
where
|i〉 = |{χ 1
2
,mpss¯(uudss¯)⊗ χ 12 ,mp¯(u¯u¯d¯)}S,Sz ⊗ (L,M)〉J,Jz , (A.2)
|f〉 = |{χ1,mα(φ) ⊗ χjm,m3′,4′ (X)}j,mǫ ⊗ (ℓf ,mf )〉J,Jz . (A.3)
The spin-flavor-color content of the clusters is denoted by χ ≡ χσ⊗χF ⊗χC . The 5-quark component χ 1
2
,mpss¯(uudss¯)
is defined as
χ 1
2
,mpss¯(uudss¯) = |{χjs,ms(ss¯)⊗ (ℓ = 1, µ)}ji,mi ⊗ χ 12 ,mp(uud)〉 12 ,mpss¯ . (A.4)
The spatial amplitude Iss¯spatial is explicitly given by
Iss¯spatial =
∫
d3q1...d
3q8d
3q1′ ...d
3q4′ϕφ,XOspatialA1 ϕuudss¯,p¯ (A.5)
where
OspatialA1 = Y1λ(~q4 − ~q7)δ(3)(~q4 + ~q7)Y1ν(~q5 − ~q6)δ(3)(~q5 + ~q6)
δ(3)(~q1 − ~q1′)δ(3)(~q2 − ~q2′)δ(3)(~q3 − ~q3′)δ(3)(~q8 − ~q4′). (A.6)
Partial wave amplitudes can be obtained by projecting the transition amplitude onto the partial waves, where L = 0
and lf = 1 corresponds to pp annihilation at rest. In the low-momentum approximation the integrals can be done
analytically, and the partial wave amplitude in the leading order of the external momenta q is given by
Iss¯spatial,L=0,lf=1 = qF
ss¯
0,1f
ss¯
0,1(ν, λ, µ,mf )exp
{−Q2qq2 −Q2kk2} . (A.7)
The geometrical constant F ss¯0,1 and the spin-angular momentum function f
ss¯
0,1(ν, λ, µ,mf ) are given by
F ss¯0,1 = 2Nπ
2
(
1
Q2p2
)3/2(
3
√
π(
Q2p4
)
5/2
− 3
√
π
4
(
Q2p3
)
5/2
)
,
f ss¯0,1(ν, λ, µ,mf ) = (−1)νδν,−λδµ,mf , (A.8)
where N = NφNXNuudss¯Np¯, and the coefficients in the exponential expression depend on the meson and baryon size
parameters:
Q2k =
4R2MR
2
B + 9R
2R2B + 3R
2
MR
2
24 (R2M + 3R
2
B)
,
Q2q =
12R4B + 5R
2
MR
2
B + 36R
2R2B + 12R
2
MR
2
24 (R2M + 3R
2
B)
,
Q2p2 = R
2
M , Q
2
p3 =
1
2
(
R2M + 3R
2
B
)
, Q2p4 = 2R
2
B. (A.9)
By using the spatial wave amplitude Iss¯spatial we obtain the transition amplitude T
ss¯
if taking the form as in Eq. (31)
with the spin-color-flavor weight:
〈f |OA1 |i〉 = 〈f |
∑
ν,λ
(−1)ν+λσ56−νσ47−λ156F 147F 156C 147C (−1)νδν,−λδµ,mf |i〉. (A.10)
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According to the 3P0 quark model the matrix element 〈f |OA1 |i〉 can be evaluated by using the two-body matrix
elements for spin, flavor and color given by
〈0|σijυ |χJijmij (ij)〉 = δJij ,1δmij ,−υ(−1)υ
√
2, (A.11)
〈0|1ijF |χTijtij (ij)〉 = δTij ,0δtij ,0
√
2, (A.12)
and
〈0|1ijC |qiαq¯jβ〉 = δαβ , (A.13)
where α and β are the color indices. The spin-color-flavor weights 〈f |OA1 |i〉 are evaluated for various transitions, as
listed in Table II.
In case of the simple chiral quark model the annihilation processes are described by the quark line diagrams A2
and A3. Then the transition amplitude is set up as
TChQMif = T
ChQM
if (OA2) + TChQMif (OA3), (A.14)
where the corresponding transition amplitudes for the two quark line diagrams are given by
TChQMif (OA2) = λA2〈f |
∑
ν,λ
(−1)ν+λσ56−νσ47−λ156F 147F 156C 147C IChQMspatial,A2 |i〉 (A.15)
and
TChQMif (OA3) = λA3〈f |
∑
ν,λ
(−1)ν+λσ56−νσ17−λ156F 117F 156C 117C IChQMspatial,A3 |i〉. (A.16)
The initial state |i〉 and the final state |f〉 take the same form as defined in Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3), but the 5-quark
component in this case is given by
χ 1
2
,mKY (uudss¯) =
3∑
i=1
Gi|{χijs,ms(qs¯)⊗ (ℓ = 1, µ)}ji,mi ⊗ χi1
2
,mY
(qqs)〉 1
2
,mKY , (A.17)
where i = 1, 2, 3 represent the kaon-hyperon clusters K+Σ0, K0Σ+ and K+Λ0, respectively, and the coefficients Gi
are as defined in Eq. (11).
In the low-momentum approximation the partial wave amplitude from each of the quark line diagrams A1 and A2
in leading order of the external momentum q takes the general form as in Eq. (A.7) but with different coefficients.
In order to combine the two transition amplitudes, we choose the radial parameters for the baryons and mesons as
RB = 3.1 GeV
−1, RM = 4.1 GeV −1 [17] and the size parameter between the two quark clusters as R = 4.1 GeV −1.
Then the total transition amplitude eq.(A.14) becomes
TChQMif = λChQMF
ChQM
0,1 q exp
{−Z2q q2 − Z2kk2} 〈f |OChQM|i〉, (A.18)
where FChQM0,1 = 4.9 × 10−4 GeV −11, Zq ≃ 2.3 GeV −1 and Zk ≃ 1.3 GeV −1, and λA2 = λA3 = λChQM. The total
spin-color-flavor weight 〈f |OChQM|i〉 is calculated with the spin-angular momentum wave functions in Eq. (A.17) and
its elements are derived as
fChQM0,1 = −(−1)νδν,−λδµ,mf + 2(−1)µδµ,−νδλ,mf + 2(−1)λδµ,−λδν,mf . (A.19)
Finally we discuss the third model where the proton wave function includes a 5q component in the form of a
pentaquark configuration. The φ production is described by only the quark line diagram A1, and the transition
amplitude takes the same form as eq.(A.1) but the 5-quark component |uudss¯〉 is given by
χ 1
2
,mpss¯(uudss¯) = |{χ1/2,ms¯(s¯)⊗ (ℓ = 1, µ)}ji,mi ⊗ χs,sz (uuds)〉 12 ,mpss¯ . (A.20)
In the low-momentum approximation, the partial wave amplitude and for the transition of the S-wave pp state to the
P -wave two-meson final states takes the same form as Eq. (A.7). The spin-angular momentum function f ss¯0,1(ν, λ, µ,mf )
is also the same as the one in Eq. (A.8) but the corresponding geometrical constant is given by
F0,1 = − 3
16
√
5Nπ4
(
1
Q2p2
)3/2
(
1
Q2p4
)3/2
(
Q2p3
)5/2 − 4
(
1
Q2p3
)3/2
(
Q2p4
)5/2
 , (A.21)
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with the constants depending on the baryon and meson size parameters:
Q2k =
7R2B
30
− R
4
B
2 (3R2B +R
2
M )
, Q2q =
1
8
R2B
(
5− R
2
B
3R2B +R
2
M
)
,
Q2p2 = R
2
B +
R2M
2
, Q2p3 =
1
2
(
3R2B +R
2
M
)
, Q2p4 = 2R
2
B. (A.22)
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